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Ocean biodiversity loss is being driven by several anthropogenic threats and

significant efforts are required to halt losses and promote healthy marine

ecosystems. The establishment of a network of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)

can help restrict damaging activities and have been recognised as a potential

solution to aid marine conservation. When managed correctly they can deliver

both ecological and socio-economic benefits. In recent times, MPA designations

have increased rapidly while many countries have set future MPA targets for the

decades ahead. An integral element of MPAmanagement is adequatemonitoring

that collects data to assess if conservation objectives are being achieved. Data

acquired by monitoring can vary widely as can the techniques employed to

collect such data. Ideally, non-destructive and non-invasive methods are

preferred to prevent damage to habitats and species, though this may rule out

a number of traditional extractive sampling approaches such as dredges and

trawls. Moreover, advances in ocean observation technologies enable the

collection of large amounts of data at high resolutions, while automated data

processing is beginning tomake analyses more logistically feasible and less time-

consuming. Therefore, developments to existing marine monitoring techniques

and new emerging technologies have led to a diverse array of options when

choosing to implement an MPA monitoring programme. Here, we present a

review of new and existing non-extractive techniques which can be applied to

MPA monitoring. We summarise their capabilities, applications, advantages,

limitations and possible future developments. The review is intended to aid

MPA managers and researchers in determining the suitability of available

monitoring techniques based on data requirements and site conditions.
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Introduction

Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) can be an effective tool to

protect and conserve marine biodiversity. Typically, MPAs restrict

anthropogenic activities in a defined geographical area through legal

means. Numerous instances of significant conservation benefits as a

result of MPA designation have been reported (Halpern andWarner,

2002; Pande et al., 2008; Lester et al., 2009; Davies et al., 2022a). A

growing realisation of the potential benefits of MPAs has led to an

increasing willingness among nations to expand MPA coverage

throughout global oceans. For example, in 2010, the Convention on

Biological Diversity’s Aichi Biodiversity Target 11 set a goal that at

least 10% of coastal and marine areas, especially areas of particular

importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services, are conserved

through effectively and equitably managed, ecologically

representative and well connected systems of protected areas and

other effective area-based conservation measures (CBD, 2010).

Underlining their importance, MPAs have also been added to

the recent United Nations Treaty for the High Seas which creates

a legal mechanism for their establishment in areas outside of

national boundaries.

A vital component of MPA management is an effective

monitoring programme that provides data-based information to

enable quantification of MPA effects and an evaluation of benefits.

There may also be a legal obligation to conduct monitoring through

regular assessments of site conditions. Data collected in monitoring

surveys can vary widely (e.g., species presence, species density,

benthic cover and biomass) and numerous techniques have been

employed to collect such data. The rapid advancement of ocean

observation technologies has enabled the collection of increasing

amounts of data at higher spatial and temporal resolutions than was

previously possible (Qian et al., 2021). Added to this, developments in

high performance computing, big data analytics and artificial

intelligence can make processing and analysis of large datasets

logistically feasible and less time consuming (Gonzalez-Rivero

et al., 2020; Ditria et al., 2022). Developments to existing

underwater monitoring techniques and new emerging technologies

are leading to a more diverse array of options when choosing how to

implement an MPA monitoring programme. Despite our increasing

technological ability to collect and process large volumes of data, it is

imperative that MPA monitoring avoids a ‘data-rich, information

poor’ situation (Wilding et al., 2017). Ongoing monitoring

programmes must be targeted to enable standardized assessments

of site conditions and also suitable to inform whether management

approaches should be adapted to achieve long-term conservation

objectives (Nichols and Williams, 2006).

Although the adoption of emerging and novel monitoring

techniques can improve data collection, where existing timeseries

are in place it is important that data collection continues in a

coherent manner. For this reason, many monitoring programs have

retained older technologies, such as towed nets and trawls. Where a

transition in monitoring technique is proposed, a long period of

temporal overlap will normally be required to allow inter-

calibration of the methods. However, in some cases it may be

possible to supplement the older technology with modern

instrumentation whilst retaining the essential original sampling
Frontiers in Marine Science 02
characteristics (Reid et al., 2003). Where new monitoring

programs are proposed then maintaining historical consistency

may be less critical, although it may still be desirable to be able to

compare new data with results from surrounding locations.

Often when monitoring MPAs, a non-extractive or non-

invasive sampling approach is preferred in order to prevent

further damage to protected sites and species so many traditional

sampling techniques such as dredges, trawls and biopsy sampling

are less desirable. However, the suitability of a monitoring

technique depends on the conditions in which it is deployed, and

the data required to address monitoring objectives. Therefore,

monitoring techniques must be evaluated to determine which is

the most suitable for a given objective. As a result, potential

monitoring techniques should be assessed to determine which is

most suitable given the monitoring scenario. Here, we present a

timely overview of existing and emerging data collection techniques

which can be applied to effective MPA monitoring, including

applications, advantages, disadvantages and future developments

(Table 1). The review is separated into three main sections, the first

outlines certain platforms which can be used to carry data sensors,

the second discusses observational techniques which collect data for

more specified purposes and finally some processing and analytical

techniques are examined to investigate methods of extracting

information from collected data. It is important to note that the

following review of monitoring techniques is not exhaustive and in

many scenarios, it will be necessary to use different approaches

which complement one another.
Platforms

Scientific diving

Since the 1970s, the use of SCUBA diving (Figure 1) and

snorkeling in scientific research has progressively become more

widespread and is now commonly conducted in shallow (<40 m)

coastal areas (Witman et al., 2013). SCUBA has improved in recent

decades due to better training and safety standards, enhanced

understanding and treatment of SCUBA related injuries and

developments to equipment such that the activity is more

accessible and affordable than in the past (Wilks and Davis,

2000). Many survey techniques can be employed using SCUBA,

for example, Underwater Visual Census (UVC) is used to collect

abundance, species richness, size, biomass and behavioural data for

target organisms. To conduct UVC, a suite of techniques can be

employed (Caldwell et al., 2016), these include: the strip transect

survey which involves a diver moving along a defined strip and

recording the occurrence of target species and the line transect

which has a diver swimming along a transect line and measuring the

distance of organisms from the line. The Rapid Visual Technique is

also used to record species in order of encounter in a predetermined

period of time (Jones and Thompson, 1978). In addition, quadrat

surveys are used to record sessile organisms and habitat data in high

resolution with all features within a quadrat being recorded. Diver-

operated video can also create a permanent visual record of

observations and be analysed in closer detail after the dive survey
frontiersin.org
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is completed (Grane-Feliu et al., 2019). Video censuses are

commonly applied in assessing MPA community structure, and

biomass quantification with stereo-video techniques capable of

allowing the user to measure the size of organisms and detect

changes in morphometrics, for example (Cappo et al., 2003).

However, stereo-video techniques may also require calibration

procedures prior to survey work that require specific tools which

can add an additional cost in time and money (Neuswanger et al.,

2015; Goetze et al., 2019). Video and still imagery data can also be

applied in photogrammetry and structure from motion (Nocerino

et al., 2020). Recent advances in annotation software (e.g., Biigle,

Squidle, Viame and FathomNet) allow collected imagery data to be

annotated using taxonomic label trees which creates a lasting record
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
of species identification and enumeration in video and still imagery

data (Gomes-Pereira et al., 2016).

Applications of SCUBA diving techniques vary from

monitoring trends of shark abundance to quantifying epibenthic

communities in MPAs (van Rein et al., 2011; White et al., 2015).

Diving is also used to survey shallow reef areas and rocky substrates

(MacNeil et al., 2008; van Rein et al., 2009; Wartenberg and Booth,

2015). Diver-based surveys can be relatively cost-effective with

equipment and training constituting the primary expenses,

although specialised equipment, scientific diving qualifications

and annual medical checks for multiple divers may be costly.

Diving can be more accessible as a monitoring technique when

compared to certain remote technologies which require the use of
frontiersin.or
TABLE 1 Overview of non-extractive techniques for use in Marine Protected Area (MPA) monitoring including capabilities, advantages and limitations.

Monitoring
Method Platform Data

collected Advantages Limitations Potential
applications

Tow sled Ship Imagery
Constant field of view. Enhanced
repeatability when USBL is used.

Limited to uniform seabed without rapid
topographic changes. Bottom contact is more
difficult with high current speeds and swell. Sledge
can damage fragile species.

Collect habitat,
biodiversity and
abundance data on
relatively uniform soft
sediments e.g., sand or
mud

Drop camera Ship Imagery

Suited to a wide variety of seabed
types including rocky substrate
and reef areas. Level of contact
with seabed is controlled.

Maintaining altitude made difficult with swell and
strong currents. Field of view is constantly
changing. Lack of dynamic positioning means vessel
must drift with little control over tow direction.

Collect habitat,
biodiversity and
abundance data on hard
substratum and reef areas
with high topographic
variation or fragile species

Baited Remote
Underwater
Video (BRUV)

Ship, fixed/
non-fixed
gear

Imagery

Attracts predators and scavengers
using bait. Less disturbance
caused due to stationary and
silent characteristics.

Behavioural response of organisms varies according
to species, life-stage and environmental conditions.
Battery life constrains sampling time.

Collect biodiversity and
abundance data for
mobile predatory and
scavenger species

Acoustic
seabed
mapping

Ship, AUV
and ROV

Bathymetry,
backscatter,
water
column and
3D point
cloud

MBES enables continuous swath
of data to be collected. Variety of
MBES models are available
according to working depth,
frequency and swath width.

Ground-truthing required for validation. Poor
surface seas conditions result in low data quality.
Working depth has important influence on data
resolution and survey coverage.

Collect habitat data

Imaging sonar
Fixed gear,
ROV and
SCUBA

Imagery
(acoustic)

Effective in highly turbid areas
for fish identification.

Only suitable for identifying medium to large
species. Low taxonomic resolution unless species is
easily identifiable by shape. Complex 3D
environments can block beams.

Collect biodiversity and
abundance data for
mobile distinctive species

Passive
acoustic
monitoring

Ship, AUV
and fixed
gear

Sound

Can cover large areas using
towed hydrophones. Static
devices can be deployed over
long timescales. Applicable for
monitoring multiple species as
well as noise pollution.

Strong currents or human activities can
contaminate recordings. Risk of static recording
devices being entangled in fishing gear if left for
very long periods of time. As data for static devices
are only collected intermittently, device failure can
result in large data gaps.

Collect biodiversity data
for vocalising species e.g.,
cetaceans

LiDAR and
Laser Line
Scanning

Ship,
ROV,
aircraft
and
satellite

Bathymetry
and 3D
point cloud

Very high data resolution is
possible for subsea LiDAR. Large
areas may be mapped over short
timeframes using bathymetric
LiDAR.

Water clarity has a strong effect on data quality.
Too much ambient light also restricts use for subsea
LiDAR. Powerful lasers for subsea LiDAR may
present risk to photoreceptive organisms.

Collect habitat and
biodiversity data on the
seabed e.g., biogenic reef

Environmental
DNA

Ship,
ROV,
AUV and
Scuba

Species
detection

High detection-efficiency and
cost-effective. Sampling protocols
do not require a high level of
technical expertise, though good
sterility protocols are required.

Lack of information on the rate of eDNA decay.
Assumption that all organisms contribute equally to
DNA target is an oversimplification as shedding
and decay rates are variable between species.

Collect biodiversity data
from water or sediment
samples
g
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dedicated research vessels and specialised equipment. Scientific

diving also enables in-situ observation and measurement of the

environment, which is often lacking with remote techniques. The

ability to record in-situ measurements mean that it is not necessary

to remove target organisms, this is important in MPA monitoring

where non-extractive sampling is often preferred. In addition,

SCUBA diving enables access to habitats inside submarine caves

and underneath polar ice which otherwise would be difficult to

access by surface vessels and tethered systems.

SCUBA surveys can cause disturbance due to bubbles from

open circuit systems which can result in avoidance behaviour in

mobile organisms and consequently, all species not being sampled

equally (Lindfield et al., 2014; Emslie et al., 2018; Raoult et al.,

2020b). Moreover, diver-based methods have constraints relating to

human physiological limits of depth and time underwater, currents,

maneuverability, and water clarity. Maximum depth and time

underwater will vary depending on whether open-circuit, closed-

circuit, surface-supply or saturation diving is employed, and the

type of breathing gas used (air, oxygen, nitrox, trimix etc.). Use of

technical diving techniques can allow divers to reach greater depths

and has been used to assess mesophotic sponges down to a depth of

91 m (Pawlik et al., 2022). In addition, mesophotic corals have been

surveyed to a depth of 120 m with the use of closed-circuit

rebreathers (Pérez-Rosales et al., 2022). Though, typically with

increasing depth, time on the bottom is reduced while safety risk

and equipment costs are higher (Lang et al., 2013). Therefore,

remote technologies may be preferred in environments deeper than

40 m.

Unfortunately, health and safety restrictions have increased

the costs of professional scientific diving globally, so an important

development is the increasing prevalence of citizen science

programmes (e.g. Seasearch, seasearch.org.uk, Reef Life Survey,
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
reeflifesurvey.com) which use volunteer divers to collect data for

marine monitoring. Such programmes can also help to improve

public awareness, appreciation, and involvement in marine

conservation. Moreover, valuable long-term data may be collected

at a relatively low cost. Citizen science diving programmes have

most commonly been used in areas that attract a large volume of

recreational divers such as tropical coral reefs (Branchini et al.,

2015). Furthermore, recreational dive computers can be used to

collect depth profiles for in-situ temperature data (Wright et al.,

2016). Volunteer divers can also complement traditional surveying

methods by collecting presence and abundance data for easily

recognised species (Vieira et al., 2020). However, caution must be

exercised when interpreting observational data as participants may

have varying levels of diving or data collection experience

(Hermoso et al., 2021). Appropriate training and collection of

imagery data may offset these challenges.
Autonomous underwater vehicle

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV; Figure 1) are self-

propelled, untethered underwater vehicles powered by batteries.

AUV missions can be pre-programmed to run accurate transect

lines so that depth and track are highly repeatable. Navigational

accuracy is dependent on the technique used from simple speed

over ground (metre accuracy) or by sophisticated inertial finger-

laser guidance systems (centimetre accuracy; (Sahoo et al., 2019)).

Without an updated navigational signal, accuracy can degrade

during mission duration. A typical navigational error with an

inertial navigational system can be around 0.1m per kilometre

travelled. AUV’s are usually deployed from a surface vessel and

operate autonomously for periods ranging from a few hours up to
FIGURE 1

Top left: scientific diving, top centre: Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV), top right: Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV), bottom left: fixed-wing
aircraft, bottom centre: Unoccupied Aerial Vehicle (UAV) and bottom right: satellite.
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several days. Long-range AUVs (such as buoyancy-driven ocean

gliders) are capable of missions lasting up to 6 months and 6000 km,

but the costs of such vehicles prevents their widespread and routine

use (Furlong et al., 2012). However, single glider deployments for

periods of days are a highly economic way to obtain observations at

a reasonable cost. AUVs are increasingly being used in marine

research due to their capabilities of collecting high resolution

geophysical, biological and oceanographic data over large spatial

scales (Wynn et al., 2014; Verfuss et al., 2019). Typical instrument

packages include side-scan sonar, sub-bottom profilers,

Conductivity Temperature and Depth (CTD) profilers and

environmental sensors as well as cameras to collect underway

synchronous imagery data.

AUVs have been applied to assess and monitor biotopes within

MPAs with the collection of imagery to determine species density,

faunal composition and identify indicator species for distinct

habitats (Benoist et al., 2019). They have also been used to map

benthic communities in MPAs with and without fishing activity to

determine the effect of management on biota (Ferrari et al., 2018).

AUVs are suitable for collecting baseline data but are also ideal for

repeated surveys due to their navigational accuracy. Both imagery

and sonar data may be collected in tandem, therefore, producing

high quality ground-truthed maps resulting from visual and

acoustic data (Wynn et al., 2014). Data resolution is highly

dependent on the pre-planned mission, for bathymetry,

horizontal resolutions of up to ~0.1 m at 10 m altitude are

possible (Batchelor et al., 2020). For a 4-hour mission, a total

distance travelled can be up to 20 km and approximately 40,000

seabed photographs may be collected with a frame rate of 4 frames

per second. Photograph resolution is variable depending on the

camera system used but can range from 2-12 megapixels, providing

very detailed seabed photographs in either colour of black and white

low light (Wynn et al., 2014). Coverage is dependent on vehicle

height above seabed but an altitude of 2m provides coverage of

approximately 3m x 1.5m. The ability of the AUV to provide

overlapping photographic mosaics of the seafloor can enable

surveys of extent and biodiversity to be obtained followed by

subsequent repeat surveys to evaluate seabed change to a habitat

(Wynn et al., 2014; Benoist et al., 2019).

Maximum operating depth depends on the AUV model but can

be up to 6000 m (Wynn et al., 2014). Since deep water AUVs can

operate close to the seabed, they can collect significantly higher

resolution data for seabed mapping compared to a research vessel.

Typical AUV speeds are 1.5–2.0 ms-1 (Wynn et al., 2014) so

currents above 1.5 ms-1 can introduce navigational errors. As

stated earlier, navigational error can be problematic with some

AUV’s as duration of survey will increase the positioning error.

Compared to vessel-mounted systems however the error is <10m on

position, perhaps less than half the length of a typical offshore

vessel. Given the position of the ship’s GPS receiver and the

deployment of equipment off a ship’s stern, the error from an

AUV on position is still better than that provided by most basic-

equipped surface vessels. Battery endurance tends to vary with

power usage, sensor operation and environmental conditions.

Obstacle avoidance sonar will prevent collisions, however, with

operations close to the seabed, collisions are inevitably difficult to
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
avoid. Areas with high military, fishing or shipping activity may be

less suitable for AUV deployment due to the risk of acoustic

interference, entanglement with nets and collisions with

underwater obstructions (Wynn et al., 2014). Challenging terrain

such as cliffs and boulder-covered seabed may also present hazards

and data quality issues.

Recent advances have led to the use of swarm AUV’s where

multiple vehicles work together to achieve a common objective (Lin

et al., 2017). This approach offers advantages such as greater spatio-

temporal resolution, enhanced robustness to sensor errors and

reduced survey time. Smaller, low cost AUVs have also been

deployed in coral reef monitoring and compared favourably to

diver-operated video (Maslin et al., 2021). In addition, resident

AUV systems have been developed which involve the AUV docking

at a seafloor station for battery charging in between missions

(Matsuda et al., 2019). The use of resident AUVs can enable

prolonged and continuous monitoring of an area and reduces

reliance on research support vessels which may be prohibitively

costly (Matsuda et al., 2019).
Remotely operated vehicle

Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs; Figure 1) are tethered

platforms that can be equipped with a range of sensors and

manipulative arms capable of sampling and handling. ROVs are

generally controlled from a surface vessel by means of a tether

which provides real-time control functionality and, for larger

ROVs, power also. As such, they are dynamic, high endurance

platforms providing versatile capabilities to meet survey

requirements (Capocci et al., 2017). ROVs come in a wide range

of sizes and capabilities from small battery operated models to large

work class designs which require a dedicated operator vessel

(Wheeler et al., 2013). Given their low relative costs with the

hobbyists price range, small battery powered ROVs are useful for

citizen science projects but because of their limited thruster power

they can have the same limitation as SCUBA divers and snorkelers

in that they cannot navigate effectively in higher current speed

regimes(Buscher et al., 2020). However, with respect to divers who

have a practical depth limitation of 30 to 50m, ROVs routinely

exceed diver depth capabilities, do not require decompression time

and can be depth rated to thousands of metres although costs of

doing so become exponential. Large work-class ROVs have

adequate power to carry hydraulic manipulators and other high-

powered payload systems to operate in high flow environments and

at significant depths. Common sensor packages include video and

still imagery cameras, a multibeam echosounder (MBES), water

chemical sensors and sediment and biological samplers, thereby

providing a versatile multifunctional survey platform exceeding the

capabilities of divers and other platforms (with the exception

perhaps of AUVs). However, certain data types may not be

compatible with one another and require different configurations

and hence, separate deployments. For example, to extend swath

width MBES is normally flown at 10s to 100s of metres above the

seabed, but cameras typically need to be within a few meters of

the seabed.
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ROVs have previously been used to survey and assess the status

of a deep-sea cold-water coral MPA which had undergone a

fisheries closure (Huvenne et al., 2016). As flexible platforms,

several ROV survey designs are possible. They can be used in

‘search and explore’ mode with real-time camera feeds allowing

users to look for features of interest that may be overlooked in

gridded surveys. Nevertheless, with accurate Ultra-short Baseline

(USBL) navigation, gridded surveys are also possible and enable

systematic surveying and mosaics of video or MBES coverage

(Marsh et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2018). Transect surveys (strip or

multi-stage) can also be adopted, and with no limitations on power

supply, it is possible to follow transects for days if required. Finally,

because ROV launch and recovery can often be time consuming, the

vehicle can be towed using the umbilical to enable several locations

to be explored in detail using so called ‘blue water hops’. ROVs can

also be used to precisely deploy, position or recover instruments or

platforms used in marine monitoring at water depths and payloads

exceeding those capable by divers (Wheeler et al., 2021).

ROVs offer clear advantages in surveying complex and extreme

terrain such as gullies and submarine canyons, areas which towed

equipment or AUVs are less effective or too risky to deploy (Ayma

et al., 2016; Price et al., 2019). Another advantage is their ability to

vary survey speeds and slow down on-the-fly to increase survey

resolution and observe features of interest, comparable to pre-

programmed AUVs, but also in a real-time mode with direct

control by operators on the surface. If enough free tether is used,

perhaps aided by a tether management system, surface weather

conditions do not interfere with data quality as the ROV is not

jerked by the tether when the vessel is pitching. However,

comparable with AUVs and divers weather conditions pose

important constraints during launch and recovery. Significant

movement of the vessel relative to the sea surface can lead to

heightened risk of the umbilical snapping as well as risks from the

ROV swinging during launch or recovery. In addition, ROVs have

been shown to compare favourably to snorkelers and Agassiz

trawling methods in terms of the diversity and abundance of

species recorded (Ayma et al., 2016; Raoult et al., 2020b).

Despite the advantages, large ROVs can be very expensive to

buy and operate (costing several million euros), and often require

their own Launch and Recovery System (LARS) and technical team.

Large ROVs can only be operated with vessels which can

accommodate the LARS, control and maintenance workshop

containers and technical crew. This has budgetary implications

but may also restrict space and number of personnel for other

operations. In terms of potential biases, the lights and noise

emanating from a ROV which disturb some organisms, cause

avoidance and bias assessments (Trenkel et al., 2004). Conversely,

lights on the ROV may attract other organisms which can obscure

the field of view and bias counts as the same individual may be

repeatedly counted and may also follow the ROV if the lights are

attracting prey (Robison, 1995; Trenkel et al., 2004). Flash still

photography can avoid this on BRUV, AUV and diver surveys

although ROVs need permanent lighting to navigate.

Underwater robotics is a rapidly evolving field and many of the

advances in AUV navigation tools can be adapted to ROVs enabling

them to work on an autopilot setting or for pilot alarms. Hybrid-
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ROVs that can operate as AUVs for part of a survey may also

become more common (Li et al., 2013).
Aerial

Crewed aerial surveys have been used to monitor coastal areas

for decades (Finley and Renaud, 1980; Marsh and Saalfeld, 1989).

Applications include surveys for large fauna near the surface (Rowat

et al., 2009), but the technique has also been applied to jellyfish in

open sea conditions (Houghton et al., 2006). Aircraft (Figure 1) may

also be used to collect imagery or LiDAR data which can be

analysed post-flight (Wedding et al., 2008; Bröker et al., 2019).

Flight altitude and speed will depend on observability of the target

as well as safety considerations. Although crewed aircraft can cover

large distances (26.3 – 990 km) for long durations (30 – 480 min;

Colefax et al., 2018), operations may be limited by cost and weather

conditions. Observability will be limited by depth, water clarity, sun

glare, sea state and cloud cover which can also depend on

flight altitude.

Unoccupied Aerial Vehicles (UAV; Figure 1) or drones are

increasingly being used in marine ecology studies (Colefax et al.,

2018; Butcher et al., 2021). They involve an unoccupied aircraft,

ground controller and wireless communications between the two.

Two main types of UAV exist: fixed-wing and multi-rotor. Fixed-

wing UAVs can survey larger distances for longer durations and are

used for speed and efficiency and they often require assistance with

take-off and a clear area for landing. On the other hand, multi-rotor

UAVs are smaller, have hovering capabilities and are more

dynamic. They take-off and land vertically and can be launched

and recovered from a moving vessel. However, small multi-rotor

UAVs are less stable in poor weather conditions and have shorter

flight times. The use of UAVs has led to many applications which

include tracking sharks, photo-identification of individual killer

whales, assessing coral health and surveying mangrove forests and

rocky shores (Durban et al., 2015; Levy et al., 2018; Schaub et al.,

2018; Castellanos-Galindo et al., 2019; Butcher et al., 2021). There

has been less attention on potential disturbance from such vehicles,

but this aspect needs to be considered during survey planning

(Dunn et al., 2021). For example, foraging sea turtles have shown no

evasive behaviour to UAVs at 20-30m altitude while conversely

crocodiles have shown a range of behavioural reactions to UAVs

flown below 50m (Bevan et al., 2018). Flight pattern, engine size and

UAV size will contribute to the level of disturbance on wildlife

(Mulero-Pazmany et al., 2017).

UAVs are more cost effective, ranging from €100-10,000, and

accessible in comparison to crewed aircraft and are more suitable

for collecting high resolution data for smaller areas. They are also

useful when cloudy conditions prevent the use of airborne or

satellite imagery. UAVs are also a better option when difficult

terrains present safety issues for crewed aircraft. However, like

other airborne techniques they are also dependent on weather

conditions with sea state, sun reflection, water clarity and depth

significantly affecting data quality and most sensors penetrating to

30m depth at best. In addition, many countries have regulations

which restrict UAV use to within the line-of-sight of the operator
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(Colefax et al., 2018). Nevertheless, UAVs are becoming

increasingly more compact, cost-effective and autonomous with

enhanced visualisation capabilities, greater payloads and range

improvements (Chirayath and Earle, 2016; Johnston, 2019).

Further technological improvements, alongside standardised

operational protocols to reduce disturbance and ensure

comparability across studies (e.g. Raoult et al., 2020a) will likely

make UAVs an increasingly attractive option to conduct marine

monitoring and expand their use in coastal environments.
Satellite

Many satellites (Figure 1) launched into earth’s orbit are fitted

with sensors capable of recording continuous environmental data

for bathymetry, temperature, currents, productivity and ice on a

very large scale. A wide variety of applications are possible with

satellite data including mangrove, seagrass and coral reef

monitoring, benthic habitat mapping and the identification of

potential conservation areas (Ferwerda et al., 2007; Kanniah et al.,

2015; Magris et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020). Several freely available

medium to high spatial resolution datasets offer long-term

information with almost global coverage and are highly beneficial

for providing repeatable standardised data, particularly for upper

ocean layers and shallow MPAs (Kachelriess et al., 2014; McCarthy

et al., 2017). Satellite technology has also been used to track

surfacing animals fitted with transmitters for insights into

distribution and migrations (Hays and Hawkes, 2018). In terms

of protected area enforcement, satellites can be utilized to track

vessels to monitor potential illegal fishing inside large remote MPAs

(McCauley et al., 2016; Kanjir et al., 2018).

Satellite data may cover virtually any section of the earth’s

surface including remote and inaccessible areas otherwise difficult

to monitor. Although the initial cost of launching a satellite into

orbit is expensive (ranging in the 10s to 100s of millions of euro),

the use of widely available free satellite data is generally quite cost-

effective and timesaving when compared to chartering aircraft or

research vessels. Many satellite data sources are available via open-

source platforms such as USGS Earth Explorer and Copernicus data

streams, though a small fee may be incurred in terms of data usage

during downloads. The longest data time series is available from the

1970s to present for the AVHRR and Meteosat series. High spatial

resolution imagery data are available from the Quickbird and

INKONOS satellites at a resolution of up to 1 m (McCarthy et al.,

2017). Temporal resolutions can be up to 15 minutes for the

Meteosat series, though, 1-5 days is more common (McCarthy

et al., 2017).

The major constraint in using satellite data to monitor marine

areas, similar to UAVs, is that most sensors can only penetrate up to

approximately 30 m, in ideal conditions, due to light absorption in

water limiting their use to shallow, low turbidity areas (Kachelriess

et al., 2014; Poursanidis et al., 2019). The exception is the use of

satellite-based altimeters which use sea surface height to measure

low resolution bathymetry (Calmant and Baudry, 1996). The

relatively coarse resolution of satellite data will also make it

unsuitable for many fine-scale applications that require high
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levels of detail. Satellite data are also heavily affected by the

presence of clouds which is an important consideration as global

cloud cover is approximately 68% (Stubenrauch et al., 2013;

McCarthy et al., 2017). However, microwave based sensors can be

used to mitigate this problem as they are capable of penetrating

clouds (Li et al., 2020). In addition, a spatial and temporal bias may

exist, for example, cloud cover is lowest in subtropical regions (20°N

and 20°S) and varies based on time of year (Stubenrauch

et al., 2013).

Satellite systems continue to improve imaging capabilities while

collecting better spatial and spectral resolution data. These

improvements have recently led to the use of very high resolution

satellite imagery to detect baleen whales using the WorldView-3

satellite (Cubaynes et al., 2019). The satellite imagery had a spatial

resolution of 31 cm which enabled the identification of fin whales,

humpback whales, southern right whales and grey whales in several

distinct locations around the world (Cubaynes et al., 2019). The use

of very high resolution satellite data provides further opportunities

in marine monitoring and has recently been applied to mapping

coastal habitats and detecting changes in coral communities over

time (Ampou et al., 2018; Poursanidis et al., 2018).
Observational techniques

Camera systems – tow sled

Towed camera systems (Figure 2) are used to assess seabed

composition and epifaunal/interface species assemblages in

predominantly sedimentary areas of seabed. They comprise a

frame, camera(s) and lighting source mounted on a sledge which

is deployed from a vessel and towed via an armoured data cable as

the vessel moves along a predefined transect. Video and still

imagery data are collected, and the data cable enables observation

in real time to assist in obstruction avoidance. Camera sledge

systems are deployed onto the seabed and then towed whilst in

contact with the seafloor. Ideally, this system is deployed over

sedimentary areas although can also be used on cobble pavements

or similar flat areas of hard substrata. Cable adjustments can be

made to ensure the sledge remains in contact with the seafloor as

topographic features are navigated. Two-camera configurations are

commonly used in towed camera systems. One obliquely angled,

forward facing camera used to collect video data and a separate

downward facing camera for still image capture plus scaling lasers

identifiable in both fields of view (Coggan et al., 2007; Hitchin et al.,

2015). Towing the system into the prevailing tidal flow assists in

removing disturbed sediment away from the field of view and

reduces the potential for obscured imagery data.

The position of the camera frame on the seafloor can be

determined either using an USBL beacon or through layback

calculations from the ship’s position (in depths <200 m and

assuming currents are sufficiently weak) as recommended in UK

national operational guidelines for epibiota monitoring (Hitchin

et al., 2015). USBL is considered best practice, especially on larger

vessels, when currents are strong and in deep waters. If USBL is not

available, layback calculations can be made by recording the
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amount of cable out and mean water depth along the transect. If

deploying camera systems from small vessels, the position of the

vessel can be used as a proxy for camera location if the water depth

is less than ~25 m and currents are weak (Hitchin et al., 2015).

Towed camera systems have previously been applied in MPA

monitoring on several occasions such as to characterise habitats,

identify reef species and estimate population size on the west

Florida Shelf (Brizzolara et al., 2020). They have also been used to

monitor changes in the number of taxa and functional richness in

an MPA off the coast of England (Davies et al., 2022b). An

advantage of towed camera systems is that they offer a constant

field of view and repeatability of transects to enable quantification

and monitoring of the same feature. The act of towing means that

transects can be repeated to a high degree of accuracy compared to

drifting and the use of USBL transponders will allow the system

to be towed as close as possible over past coordinates. This

repeatability means that targets can be monitored more

confidently over time rather than sampling different sections of

an area which confounds the ability to assess change.
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The use of towed camera systems is limited to relatively uniform

areas of seabed with the absence of rapid topographic changes and

boulders. Therefore, the technique cannot be utilised across the

entire spectrum of marine substrata. Current speeds and swell

height will also impact the ability of the system to maintain

contact with the seabed. Additional cable will likely have to be

payed out and additional weight may have to be fitted to ensure

bottom contact. In addition, the use of a benthic sledge introduces

the risk of potentially damaging fragile and/or slow growing seabed

features and epifauna (e.g. biogenic reefs, seapens and cold-water

corals). However, the risk of damaging seabed features may be

mitigated with the use of neutrally buoyant non-bottom contacting

towed systems deployed at a set altitude above the seafloor (Sheehan

et al., 2010). These systems have minimal contact with the seabed

with only a thin gauge ballast chain interacting with the seafloor,

to maintain altitude over undulating seabed through weight

compensation. However, it is also important to note that

biodiversity metrics collected using towed camera systems may

vary with differing levels of bottom-contact (Sheehan et al., 2016).
FIGURE 2

Top left: towed camera, top right: drop camera, bottom left: Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV) and bottom right: Multibeam Echosounder
(MBES).
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Greater affordability of quality, high definition cameras will

make towed camera systems a more attractive technique in the

future for a wider group of investigators. Efforts have also been

made to create new towed camera platforms that integrate acoustic

devices that simultaneously collect imagery and sidescan sonar data

which is particularly useful for deep-sea habitats (Purser et al.,

2019). In terms of data processing and analysis, the increasing use of

machine learning to automatically detect features of interest in

imagery data will limit the time needed to process vast quantities of

collected footage (Mohamed et al., 2018).
Drop camera

Drop camera systems (Figure 2) utilise the same equipment and

share most principles of use with camera sledge systems. However,

drop camera systems are suspended above the seabed rather than

towed across the sediment surface. They are best suited for use over

hard substratum and reef areas with comparatively high levels of

topographic variation or fragile epifaunal taxa that would be

adversely impacted by tow sled systems. They tend to yield best

results when deployed with dynamic positioning which enables

slow tow speeds and greater directional control. Drop cameras can

also be used for spot sampling (single observation), or for bed

hopping whilst the vessel drifts. Bed hopping provides a series of

close-up shots of the seabed, as well as a wider view of the

transect overall.

Drop camera systems have been used to provide an assessment

of demersal fish and benthic invertebrate communities on the

Rosemary Bank MPA in the North Atlantic, particularly around

the pinnacle of a seamount (Eerkes-Medrano et al., 2020). They

have also been used as a cost-effective method of surveying the

distribution and habitat associations of rocky reef fish in the

northeast Pacific (Easton et al., 2015). These systems can be used

in a wide variety of seabed substrata, including areas that are

topographically complex and have rock and/or reef features. The

frame can be lowered onto the seafloor if the aim is to collect close

up images, or it can be suspended above the seafloor to provide a

wider field of view. Therefore, the level of contact with the seafloor

can be controlled to minimise damage to seabed organisms.

Large swell heights and strong currents can make maintaining a

steady altitude above the seabed difficult. This can be reduced with

heave compensating winches and manual counter action from

winch operators but there is a limitation to their effectiveness.

The roll of a vessel can also exacerbate swell effects if the system is

deployed over the side. Deploying from the stern can reduce this

problem but is more likely to expose the system to greater effects of

pitch. Large swell heights can also increase the likelihood of the

system colliding with the seabed and creating sediment plumes

which obscure the field of view. Another issue with utilising drop

cameras for assessment of assemblages using quantitative metrics is

that the field of view is constantly varying due to changing altitude

above the seabed. This can be mitigated using scaling lasers.

However, post-processing of extracted data is compromised by

the area in view being in constant flux. When dynamic

positioning is not available, vessels must drift when gear is
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deployed to ensure cables do not wrap around rotating propellers.

This means that drop camera deployments can be uncontrolled

drifts with direction of travel being dictated by prevailing wind and

tide conditions.

Like towed systems, most of the future technological advances

in drop camera systems will likely involve improvements to camera

resolution, reductions in cost and the increasing automation of data

processing and analysis. Easy to operate and affordable drop

cameras have been designed for use in deep-sea environments

(Dominguez-Carrió et al., 2021). It is also possible to use a

bottom following Lagrangian float capable of adjusting its depth

to collect imagery data of the seafloor (Roman et al., 2011). The float

is equipped with a GPS/iridium to obtain positions at the surface,

and acoustic and RF beacons are used for backup locating. The

floating drifters are transported by horizontal currents which

significantly reduces vessel requirements during data collection.
Baited remote underwater video

Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV; Figure 2) consists of

a frame holding suitable bait and a camera linked to one or more

light sources. The system is deployed and recovered using a tether,

or for deep deployments can be free-falling and released using a

timed or acoustic mechanism to drop ballast weights (Bailey et al.,

2007). Current meters, CTD profilers or other scientific instruments

may also be attached to collect ancillary data. BRUVs have been

used to examine species assemblages and study animal behaviour

(Espinoza et al., 2020; O’Hea Miller et al., 2023). Due to their

stationary and silent nature, BRUVs cause less disturbance to

animals compared to divers and towed or powered vehicles

(Stoner et al., 2008; Emslie et al., 2018). In recent times, the

introduction of cheap and widely available digital ‘action cameras’

and waterproof housings has led to more frequent use of BRUVs in

marine habitats and has increased their popularity in citizen science

projects (Florisson et al., 2018). The systems are also commonly

configured without the use of bait in the form of Remote

Underwater Video (RUV), which have been observed to have an

effect on the assemblages that are recorded (Harvey et al., 2007).

Numerous studies have deployed BRUVs within and around

MPAs and they have been used to demonstrate changes linked to

management measures as well as identifying suitable sites for

protection (Letessier et al., 2019). Although historically used for

imaging benthic and demersal species, there has been increasing

interest in deploying BRUVs in the water column. Letessier et al.

(2019) recorded observations of pelagic fishes and sharks using

benthically anchored BRUVs moored in mid-water. Pelagic BRUVs

tend to be lighter, easier to deploy and cheaper to construct and

have been used to identify wildlife hotspots (Letessier et al., 2019),

examine aggregations around seamounts (Bouchet et al., 2020) and

assess temporal community stability in submarine canyons (Forrest

et al., 2021).

The simplest metric obtained using video monitoring

techniques is species presence. Other commonly recorded metrics

are time to first arrival (tarrival), maximum number of a species

observed (MaxN) and the timing of maximum observations (tMaxN).
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Intuitively, these metrics should be related to the local abundance of

a species; however, multiple factors influence how organisms detect,

respond to and behave around BRUVs (Martinez et al., 2011;

Sherman et al., 2018). To extract size information, BRUVs with

two cameras mounted at specific angles have been used to achieve

stereo-imaging (Elliott et al., 2017). Stereo-BRUVs have been

effectively used to estimate fish lengths and when combined with

abundance data can prove valuable in monitoring studies.

Although BRUVs are often effective in detecting cryptic species,

the behavioural response of organisms will vary depending on

species, life-stage and environmental conditions (Priede and

Bagley, 2000). Baited observing systems tend to attract a

disproportionate number of predators and scavengers and

agonistic interactions may prevent some species from

approaching the bait (Cappo et al., 2004; Hardinge et al., 2013).

Observations are also heavily influenced by illumination and

turbidity. White light may affect organism behaviour so red light

has been used, though objects may be more difficult to identify and a

smaller area will be illuminated due to the attenuation of red light in

seawater (Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). The type and freshness of bait can

have a large influence on species attraction and can be difficult to

standardise between studies (Harvey et al., 2007). The most effective

bait will vary between locations, likely reflecting local faunal

composition but oily baits generally seem most effective (Jones

et al., 2020). To prevent odour plumes overlapping and possible

double counting of individuals, a minimum distance between

BRUVs is recommended. Bait detection concentrations and

swimming speeds will be species and size specific so users should

consider these factors as well as current speeds and directions, soak

times and the influence of tides when choosing a minimum distance

(Whitmarsh et al., 2017).

New directions and developments include the use of artificial

intelligence and deep learning for automated identification of

marine organisms in BRUV footage which can decrease

processing time and improve the rate of correct identification

(Villon et al., 2018). Recently, BRUVs have been used in an MPA

to the west of Scotland to identify individual flapper skate based on

their dorsal spot pattern (Benjamins et al., 2018). Moreover, to help

increase the field of view, the use of cameras with 360-degree

recording which enables panoramic imaging may aid in detecting

species missed by traditional uni-directional cameras (Kilfoil et al.,

2017). Finally, battery life tends to be a constraint on soak time,

particularly if continuous recording is required. However,

innovative approaches using supplementary solar power to charge

pelagic BRUVs has enabled recording for over 24 h and

comparisons of day versus night observations (Torres et al., 2020).
Acoustic seabed mapping

Various acoustic techniques have been used to acquire data on

the seabed, including the single beam echo sounder, side scan sonar

and MBES (Figure 2). However, in recent decades, acoustic surveys

have primarily been conducted using MBES systems (Lurton, 2002).

Acoustic signals are emitted in a fan shape from the transducer and

beamforming is used to extract directional information from
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returning sound waves producing a swath of seabed data from

each ping. To measure distance to the seabed, the two-way travel

time between transmission and reception of an acoustic pulse is

calculated using the known speed of sound in water, influenced by

variables such as temperature, salinity and depth. MBES systems are

mostly ship mounted, though they can also be installed on ROVs

and AUVs operating closer to the seabed to produce higher spatially

resolved data. While MBES is widely used in hydrography,

navigation, offshore resource exploitation, archeology and

geology, its use in ecological monitoring is more recent.

In the context of MPA monitoring, MBES has been used in

combination with ground-truth data to produce benthic substrate

and habitat maps by combining bathymetry, seabed slope and

backscatter information which has contributed to the

management of various designated sites (Copeland et al., 2013;

Innangi et al., 2019a). The collection of MBES data, particularly in

areas of dynamic sedimentary seafloor enables the collection of

baseline data for monitoring environmental change and mapping

the distribution of habitats and species across different spatial scales.

Backscatter data from MBES can be used to discriminate and

classify seabed sediments which may be useful for identifying

habitat types (Gaida et al., 2018; Runya et al., 2021). Generally,

high reflectivity of the return signal (backscatter strength) tends to

indicate hard substrates such as rock and gravel, while low

reflectivity signifies soft sediments such as fine sand and mud

(Lurton and Lamarche, 2015). However, ground-truthing using

grabs and/or underwater video is required to validate substrate

type. MBES can also provide scattering data for objects in the water

column which can be used to evaluate fish, marine mammal and

zooplankton populations, map kelp ecosystems, examine suspended

sediments and detect gas plumes emerging from the seafloor (Colbo

et al., 2014). The various data types collected from the same

instrument underlines the multi-purpose nature of MBES which

enables collection of seabed and water column data simultaneously.

A variety of MBES systems are available depending on the

preferred working depth, operating frequency and swath width.

Higher frequencies are used for shallow depths and low frequencies

for deeper areas. Higher frequencies are also required if targeting

small objects in the water column such as zooplankton or

suspended sediments (Colbo et al., 2014). These frequencies also

tend to provide greater resolution data than lower frequencies in

shallow water areas. In shallow areas (< 20 m), horizontal resolution

of 0.25 m is possible using a frequency of 300 kHz (Ierodiaconou

et al., 2018). While the Challenger Deep within the Mariana Trench,

at a depth of approximately 10,924 m, has been mapped at a gridded

resolution of 75 m at 12 kHz (Bongiovanni et al., 2021). Using

MBES in deep water will result in a wider swath width, and

therefore, greater coverage and reduced survey time for a given

unit of area when compared to shallow water.

Like many other techniques, the use of MBES is negatively

influenced by poor sea conditions. Adverse conditions can result in

poor data quality as well as making it more difficult for a vessel to

maintain a constant heading on tracklines. Its use can have the

potential to cause a behavioural response in marine mammals

which may require mitigation (Lurton, 2016) MBES is also

expensive, has high power requirements and produces copious
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amounts of data, particularly if bathymetry, backscatter and water

column data are all being logged. However, with cheaper methods

of data storage becoming available, this issue has somewhat been

alleviated. Most multibeam systems operate around a single

frequency (i.e., monochromatic). However, recent advances in

sonar technology have resulted in MBES systems being capable of

using multiple frequencies simultaneously to offer improved

classification of seafloor characteristics (Brown et al., 2019).

Advances in data processing, such as object-based image analysis

and automatic feature detection also have the potential to

significantly reduce processing time (Summers et al., 2021).

Moreover, automating data segmentation may also provide more

reliable, reproducible and objective results compared with expert

(‘by eye’) interpretation approaches (Huvenne et al., 2007).
Imaging sonar

Imaging sonars (Figure 3) such as Dual-Frequency

Identification Sonar (DIDSON) and ARIS is another class of

imaging sonar that produces sound pulses and uses returning

echoes to create digital images at close range. DIDSON sonar has

a range of up to 12 m from the camera on high frequency settings

(1.8 MHz) and up to 30 m on low frequency settings, though with

lower resolutions (1.1 MHz; Artero et al., 2021). Higher frequency

settings also tend to produce clearer images. DIDSON cameras emit

horizontal, line focused beams which create images with a high
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enough resolution to enable identification of individual fish

(Holmes et al., 2006). Data which can be extracted from this class

of sonar include abundance, length, behaviour and direction of

movement (Moursund et al., 2003). DIDSON has previously been

applied in fisheries stock assessment and small-scale monitoring

studies, particularly in low light and high turbidity conditions

(Moursund et al., 2003). For example, it has been used to

determine abundance, size structure and spatial distribution of

large demersal fish in rocky marine habitats off French Guiana

(Artero et al., 2021). It has also been used to examine the

abundance, distribution and behaviour of a range of fish species

in an estuary (Becker et al., 2011).

Imaging sonars are advantageous in areas with poor water

clarity that would otherwise prevent standard video techniques or

for nighttime applications. These platforms are most suitable for

imaging larger sized organisms. Data are recorded in two

dimensions meaning that images may have low taxonomic

resolution unless the target is easily identifiable by its shape.

Habitat structure is also a consideration as highly complex 3D

environments can block beams. Long-term deployments may be

impractical as biofouling of the lens will cause problems. Because of

the large amounts of data generated, methods to automatically

identify, track and count target species in DIDSON images have

also been developed (Jing et al., 2017). In terms of future

developments, the improvement of viewing angles, portability and

range of frequencies are making this technique a more attractive

option for potential users.
FIGURE 3

Top left: imaging sonar, top right: Static Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) hydrophone, bottom left: Subsea LiDAR and bottom right: Environmental
DNA.
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Passive acoustic monitoring

Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) is used to record and study

sound in the marine environment. The approach also provides an

opportunity to monitor biological and anthropogenic sources of

noise simultaneously, which can be used to examine possible

interactions and exposure levels. The equipment required for

PAM can be either mobile or static (Mellinger et al., 2007).

Towed hydrophone arrays and ocean gliders offer a mobile

platform that can cover large areas over time while static devices

can be deployed for longer and provide insights into temporal

patterns of species occurrence at a single point (Mellinger et al.,

2007). For static devices (Figure 3), high resolution temporal data

can be collected in-situ for up to 6 months which reduces the

requirement for ship time and this greatly reduces overall survey

costs. For both approaches, static and towed, data can be collected

continuously, during poor weather conditions and throughout the

hours of darkness. Most devices save raw sound files which can be

processed multiple times for various purposes such as detecting

species, soundscape analysis, ambient noise measurements and the

identification of specific noise-emitting events e.g., naval sonar.

However, recording across a wide frequency range produces very

large data files so some devices only record certain frequencies or

are programmed to run a detection algorithm in real time and will

only save metadata on specific detection events (Rayment et al.,

2009). Depending on the recording schedule employed, PAM

allows for the collection of continuous high resolution temporal

data, suitable for investigations of fine-scale patterns of occurrence

(Nuuttila et al., 2017). In addition, static PAM provides time series

data suitable for the study of long-term trends (Širović et al., 2015).

The majority of bioacoustics research has focused on cetaceans.

This group of species exhibits complex acoustic repertoires

including clicks, chirps, pulses, whistles and song encompassing a

wide range of frequencies that are often species specific (Richardson

et al., 1995). Using these distinguishing features, PAM can be

utilised to assess species vocalisations to determine presence,

habitat use, and in some cases, relative abundance and density

(Elliott et al., 2011; Marcoux et al., 2011; Kyhn et al., 2012).

However, at least 800 fish and invertebrate species are known to

produce sound, including commercially important species such as

Atlantic cod and Atlantic herring (Ladich, 2019). PAM has been

successfully applied as part of MPA monitoring schemes to detect

the presence of cryptic fish species not easily observed in visual

surveys and identify spatio-temporal patterns in spawning behavior

within conservation zones (Picciulin et al., 2019; Caiger et al., 2020).

In addition, this technique has been used to characterise temporal

patterns in the soundscape of MPAs (Buscaino et al., 2016).

Moreover, the soundscapes of reef habitats have been linked to

their health indicating a useful means of assessing overall reef

condition (Lamont et al., 2022). However, this requires long-term

surveys to initially collect baseline data which future changes can be

compared to.

In tidally energetic environments, contamination of recordings

due to flow noise, caused by the movement of water over the

hydrophone, can be problematic (Wilson et al., 2014). Human

activities often pose the greatest threat to PAM moorings, for
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example, entanglement in fishing gear can displace and damage

moorings. In some instances, device failure can occur (e.g., battery

failure, memory failure, device flooding) and as data are usually

downloaded in intervals of weeks to months, this can result in large

gaps in a time series. Noise emitting activities such as boat traffic

and pile driving can also acoustically mask biological sounds

(Clausen et al., 2019). Biofouling can affect the performance of

acoustic sensors over time though antifouling measures are often

used prior to deployments (Heupel et al., 2008). Passive acoustic

studies are also dependent on the acoustic behaviour of a species

and detection requires the target to vocalise. Animals may be

present in an area but stay silent (Deecke et al., 2005). Therefore,

the absence of an acoustic detection does not always represent the

absence of a species. In addition, successful detection can be

influenced by numerous acoustic characteristics, including

frequency, amplitude and duration of the target sound and

ambient noise conditions (Zimmer, 2011).

Future developments in the field of PAM primarily rely on

improvements to automated processing and analysis of acoustic

datasets (Rankin et al., 2017; Allen et al., 2021). Without automated

analysis, even the detection of well characterised species

vocalisations can be extremely labour intensive and often

unfeasible given the volume of data being collected. Such

analytical advances may provide an opportunity to reassess

historic PAM datasets. These data may provide an excellent

repository for information on the presence of vocalizing species

and historical levels of ambient noise.
LiDAR and laser line scanning

Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation, also

known as laser, is a device for emitting a single, intense beam of

coherent, monochromatic light. Laser technology has been used in

marine research in a number of different applications, including

salinity measurement sensors, chlorophyll sensors, pH sensors,

current measuring sensors, dissolved oxygen sensors. More

specially of relevance for the purpose of this review, the use of

laser technology for scanning and environmental characterisation

in the environmental sciences has been around since the 1960s and

incorporates both Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and Laser

Line Scanning (LLS) in terrestrial environments (Large and

Heritage, 2009), which has more recently been applied in marine

environments (Coles, 1988; Palomer et al., 2019). LLS or

Underwater Laser Scanners (ULS) are implementation of similar

technology, and are in themselves a form of underwater LiDAR

taken to include different principles of acquisition including Time

of Flight, Phase Shift and Triangulation-based systems. Some of

these techniques have been employed for remote sensing and

environmental characterization underwater. Many of the

underwater applications are analogous to aerial or UAV based

deployments, but most are common in terms of the data products

that they will provide to the end user – a 3D point cloud measuring

the structural morphology and surface properties of the terrain or

other object of interest. Compared with their terrestrial

counterparts, the main differences here are in the relative infancy
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of the technology and associated research and development,

the limited range of potential applications and markets, and

the technical constraints of working with light at range in a

fluid medium.

Airborne LiDAR has been used on crewed aircraft and UAVs,

while mobile deployments of terrestrial laser scanning allow for

fine-scale topographic mapping of large areas in short periods of

time. The use of laser scanning in aquatic environments is to some

extent less developed than in a terrestrial context and has

experienced a much more recent evolution in the discipline

(Filisetti et al., 2018). This is largely due to the attenuation of

light in the water column and the prevalence of acoustic mapping

and remote sensing technologies for spatial mapping.

The potential resolutions achievable with laser systems make

them very applicable for precision metrology and measuring

environmental change (Large and Heritage, 2009). There are a

wide range of applications in marine monitoring, including

scanning for topography (airborne bathymetric LiDAR),

underwater 3D scanning of structures (subsea LiDAR; Figure 3),

and measurement of scattering in the water column for plankton

(Anglès et al., 2008; Wang and Tang, 2012; Zavalas et al., 2014).

Lasers can also be used while collecting imagery data as a

mechanism for scaling observations within a fixed or variable

field of view (Pilgrim et al., 2000). This allows for calibration of

the scale and extent of objects for quantitative measurements. The

applicability of this technology to environmental monitoring in the

marine environment would allow for geomorphological stability of

complex systems to be determined in an unprecedented level of

detail, beyond relative based changes using visual or more

qualitative means. This kind of precision mensuration could

develop ecological understanding and insight, or particular

significance in areas of high structural complexity, including

biogenic reef and other habitat forming structures.

Airborne LiDAR uses an aircraft mounted laser transmitter/

receiver which transmits a blue/green laser pulse to the water

surface of which a portion is reflected back to the receiver. Part of

this pulse reflects off the sea bottom and depth is calculated from the

time between surface return and bottom return (Purkis and Klemas,

2011). It offers a method of surveying large areas in a relatively short

period of time. LiDAR data are typically very dense with point

spacing varying from centimetres to metres and it can be used to

create high resolution digital bathymetry models (Jawak et al.,

2015). It has previously been applied in mapping shallow coral

reefs to sub-metre resolution and defining the relationship between

habitat complexity and associated fish assemblage structure

(Wedding et al., 2008).

Bathymetric LiDAR is most effective in clear water because

turbidity limits the maximum detectable depth as laser energy is lost

to refraction, scattering and absorption in water. Typically, it may

be used at depths of three times the Secchi depth (Estep et al., 1994)

and beyond this depth, acoustic techniques (e.g., MBES) may be

preferable. Airborne LiDAR platforms and sensors have recently

become smaller and more lightweight, meaning that they can now

be fitted to UAVs, enabling more widespread applications and

increased accessibility (Mandlburger, 2020).
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Subsea LiDAR and LLS instead uses underwater platforms to

transmit and receive laser pulses. Accuracy and resolution is

improved in comparison to airborne LiDAR as the laser does not

pass through the air-water interface, the platform is travelling at a

lower speed and the return distance is shorter (Filisetti et al., 2018).

However, the laser footprint is also significantly reduced; therefore,

smaller areas may be surveyed in very high resolution with sub-

centimetric data possible. However, this is limited by the power of

the laser and water clarity. The greater resolution and accuracy

achievable using subsea LiDAR and LLS permits enhanced

identification of fine-scale bathymetric features and more detailed

mapping of 3D structures. High precision and positional accuracy

are also an advantage of using laser. Through integration with an

Inertial Navigation System (INS) and positional information, high

geometric precision is provided. They can also be integrated with

ROVs or AUVs where the required supporting ancillary sensors are

in place.

Turbidity is an important consideration for both subsea LiDAR

and LLS and will affect data quality. Ambient light is also an issue

and can restrict the potential range of applications, e.g., for diver-

based operations. In addition, if integrated with a ROV, lights used

for pilot navigation affect data quality and present a trade-off

between visibility for the ROV pilot and data quality. Challenges

related to the need to get very close to complex targets introduce

potential problems with entanglement or resuspension of sediment.

Survey altitude also affects the intensity of the returning signal,

which can have an impact on the ability to discriminate material

properties. Some systems have very powerful lasers, which can pose

risk to human eye health and potentially to photoreceptive

organisms. Despite subsea LiDAR and LLS being at the early

adoption phase in marine ecology, it could be effective in

providing high resolution baseline data for features of interest

within a MPA. Airborne bathymetric LiDAR, can offer

considerable applications for intertidal and estuarine ecological

monitoring. These have been used with success in a range of

different environments and suggest a wide range of potential

future use cases. Whether airborne, tripod vehicle mounted, or on

subsea dynamic platforms, users must consider the level of

resolution needed for their objectives in the context of equipment

cost and even mobilisation, which may limit use outside of

commercial applications.
Environmental DNA

Environmental DNA (eDNA; Figure 3) is broadly defined as

DNA that is collected from a variety of environmental samples e.g.,

water or sediment, rather than from individual organisms. Biological

material in samples may come from faeces, disrupted cells,

gastrointestinal contents, gametes, shed skin/exoskeletons, carcasses

and even accidental damage. Typically, in marine biomonitoring

eDNA is collected by filtering a standard volume of seawater through

a membrane filter and employing a commercially available DNA

extraction kit (Gold et al., 2021). The DNA is then assayed in one of

two ways. Firstly, it can be interrogated for the presence of specific
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species using quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR). This

requires a set of primers that are specific for known targets, which can

be individual species or higher-level phylogenetic groups. While

detection of single species may be the most sensitive approach, it is

often more useful to employ sets of primers that can identify multiple

taxa. The design of these primers is critical to the success of the

technique, although this is problematic for less common species that

are still likely important to monitor. However, as more and more

genetic sequences are deposited into the databases (e.g., GenBank),

primer availability will undoubtedly improve. The second approach,

eDNA metabarcoding, uses primers directed against a broader

taxonomic range and is designed to identify all organisms in a

system based on recovery of DNA sequences of signature regions.

This approach is reliant on efficient and cost-effective next generation

DNA sequencing platforms. Studies employing metagenomics are

always prone to some misinterpretation due to contamination

(Sepulveda et al., 2020). Clearly aseptic collection of samples is

essential but other levels of control are routinely applied.

Evaluating potential contamination from reagents is becoming

standard as are bioinformatics approaches to detect contamination

e.g., identifying sequences that exhibit decreasing abundance at

higher concentrations (Takahashi et al., 2023). These are

particularly important in situations where nucleic acid targets are

in a relatively low abundance, such as marine environments.

The use of eDNA enables users to detect the presence or absence

of a specific DNA target. The choice of target determines whether

the data provides species level identification or whether some other

taxonomic level is determined. Current experimental evidence

suggests that eDNA signals most likely stay within approximately

30 m of an organism in a marine setting (Murakami et al., 2019).

However, because of the sensitivity of some detection methods (e.g.

qPCR) signals have been detected from up to 40 km based on

hydrodynamic conditions (Andruszkiewicz et al., 2019). The use of

eDNA in biomonitoring is effective when used to establish a

baseline condition for future change (Czachur et al., 2022). While

an exclusive focus on eDNA technology to monitor MPAs is

probably not the most appropriate strategy at this point a parallel

approach with a more established technology is warranted. This has

been appreciated by many marine researchers who recognise that

the utility of their DNA data is strengthened by the availability of

extensive physical, chemical, and biological measurements

associated with each sample (Biller et al., 2018). Applications

related to MPA monitoring also include identification of rare and

endangered species, development of a community index to assess

overall ecosystem health and assessing the impact of a stressor on an

environment (Port et al., 2016; Weltz et al., 2017; Berry et al., 2019).

One of the main advantages of using eDNA in marine

monitoring is that it delivers increased detection-efficiency

compared to traditional monitoring systems, whereby, water or

sediment samples may be used to detect a variety of target

organisms. Technological advances have resulted in eDNA

monitoring systems being significantly more cost-effective than

alternative techniques. In general, eDNA sampling protocols do

not rely on high levels of technical expertise so samples may be

collected opportunistically on research surveys. In addition, qPCR
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has the potential to deliver quantitative as well as qualitative data

which significantly increases its utility, particularly for monitoring.

A fundamental limitation for the procedure is its current

inability to quantify density and the lack of definitive information

on the rate of eDNA decay. It has recently been recognised that

eDNA decays faster at higher temperatures in marine environments

as opposed to freshwater settings (Garcıá-Machado et al., 2022).

Parameters such as salinity, pH, light and oxygen levels all impact

on eDNA decay rates and more work is needed to elucidate the

effects of these in both laboratory and field scenarios (Lamb et al.,

2022). Moreover, an assumption within eDNA analysis is that all

organisms contribute equally to the DNA target. This is

undoubtedly an oversimplification as eDNA shedding and decay

rates are highly variable between species and intimately associated

with environmental conditions (Mauvisseau et al., 2022).

Innovative methods of using eDNA analysis continue to be

developed. For example, due to their propensity to filter large

volumes of water each day, sponges have been used to extract

eDNA from their tissues and as a result amplify survey effort

(Mariani et al., 2019). Extracted eDNA from sponges can,

therefore, serve as an indicator of biodiversity in the area.

Instruments for sampling eDNA have been integrated with AUVs

to enable remote repeatable sampling of a water mass over a 12 hour

period (Yamahara et al., 2019). As a monitoring technique, eDNA is

relatively stable but its detection does not distinguish between living

and dead organisms, potentially allowing for a misinterpretation of

the health of an ecosystem. Technical developments are supporting

the detection of eRNA, which is only present in living organisms

and has a rapid decay upon release (Veilleux et al., 2021). Therefore,

determining the edna:eRNA ratio may give a more accurate picture

of the health of an ecosystem. In terms of sample analysis, potential

exists for automation of the process. In clinical settings, robots

routinely extract DNA from samples for downstream analysis

which can include both PCR and sequencing approaches. On-site

DNA sequencing has also become a reality based on nanopore

sequencing technology (Truelove et al., 2019).
Processing and analytical techniques

Photogrammetry

Modern photogrammetry, also known as structure-from-

motion, is a method of extracting 3D information from two-

dimensional datasets such as photographs. The process involves

taking overlapping photographs of an object, structure, or space,

and converting them into 2D or 3D digital models (Mikhail et al.,

2001). Typically, the process interprets the photos and geometric

relationships between photos or frames to gather critical

measurements which are used to construct 3D models. These

models can then be utilised to examine properties of a target

location or habitat such as surface area, volume and complexity.

The technique was first developed for terrestrial applications and

later applied underwater by archaeologists in the 1960s (Drap,

2012). Photogrammetry datasets are essentially a large collection
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of high-quality images of a scene which is targeted for 3D

generation. These images have a high overlap in both horizonal

and vertical planes. Once the photogrammetry workflow has been

completed, the range of outputs include orthomosaic, dense point

clouds and 3D mesh (Ferrari et al., 2021). Photographs may be

collected using several platforms including AUV, ROV, diver or

aerially captured images, meaning that photogrammetry may be

applied in a range of different scenarios and scales.

Photogrammetry is now used extensively in marine ecology to

examine interactions between habitat structure and communities

and for long-term monitoring of sites (Darling et al., 2017; Piazza

et al., 2019). For example, off the Philippines, photogrammetry was

used to examine structural differences in reefs both inside and

outside MPAs (Bayley et al., 2019). Moreover, the technique was

used in Antarctica to identify variations in benthic species

composition between 2006 and 2015 (Piazza et al., 2019). It is

particularly well suited to monitoring reefs since they are composed

of sessile organisms and reef structure is important in determining

ecological assemblages (Marre et al., 2019; de Oliveira et al., 2021).

It can also be useful to conduct baseline surveys or quantify changes

to habitats over time or before and after an anthropogenic or

natural disturbance, (e.g., fishing activity or a storm). It can give a

detailed view of what the habitat looked like when the survey was

executed and can be compared to other instances captured in other

timeframes. Structural complexity of habitats may be quantified

using metrics such as rugosity and fractal dimension characteristics.

Photogrammetry is a relatively inexpensive technique and produces

measurements that are highly repeatable and accurate (Marre et al.,

2019). It is also widely applicable to a range of different habitats,

depths and scales as imagery data may be collected using a variety of

platforms e.g., AUV, ROV, AUV and SCUBA diver.

Good quality data is essential for photogrammetry to be

successful and there must be sufficient lighting and focus. The

data should be continuous with >60% overlap in place between

images, otherwise there may be no alignment between photos and

thus, the user may end up with two or more completely separate

survey datasets. The resolution of the dataset needs to be of

sufficient quality, both medium and high resolution datasets will

be acceptable. Very high resolution can mean a small swath width,

slow survey speed and larger quantities of data. In contrast, higher

altitude surveying can allow for a larger swath width, faster survey

times and larger survey area capabilities, but with a lower resolution

3D scene generation. The two main drivers of model resolution are

the camera system and flight altitude with sub-centimetric to

millimetric resolutions possible (Marre et al., 2019). Datasets can

be quite laborious and difficult to acquire. Specifically, it can be

difficult to achieve high quality data in areas of high wave and tidal

regimes, areas of low visibility or where soft substrates, like kelp,

prevent image alignment (Bryson et al., 2017). Therefore,

photogrammetry may only be suited to areas which generally

have a low level of turbulence. In addition, at least three GPS

coordinates, one GPS coordinate and relative positioning of

reference targets should be given for orienting the model. If these

conditions are not met, a reference position, scale bars, compass and

levels are necessary to orientate the model and extract measurement

from it (Bayley and Mogg, 2020).
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Underwater photogrammetry remains relatively novel and is

still rapidly gaining popularity among those interested in marine

benthic monitoring. Currently, very high resolution models are

available only for small to medium areas (e.g., 20-500m2), though

improvements in cameras systems and computer processing times

may enable the production of higher resolution 3D models for

larger spatial extents (Marre et al., 2019). With recent developments

in artificial intelligence and improvements in multi-GPU systems,

3D models can be used in new algorithms for the automated

classification of species from their 3D characteristics (Mohamed

et al., 2020; Yuval et al., 2021). This area of research and use of 3D

photogrammetry data will likely grow significantly in the future and

can ultimately reveal new insights in the years to come.
Object-based image analysis

Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) is a flexible semi-

automated technique designed to categorise an image across two

separate stages: segmentation and classification. Segmentation

separates an image into regions of similar pixel values using an

intra-object heterogeneity criterion which creates image objects that

accurately depict features of interest (Blaschke, 2010). Image objects

can be created using multiple images/layers ensuring that multiple

data sources, e.g. bathymetry, backscatter, slope and roughness are

considered simultaneously when searching for areas of

homogeneity. The multiresolution segmentation algorithm found

within eCognition Developer, is the most widely used segmentation

algorithm and utilises a criterion called the scale parameter to

determine the degree of intra-object homogeneity (Ma et al., 2017;

Lacharité et al., 2018). Classification is the process of identifying the

features that the image objects represent in the data and can be

conducted using an automated, semi-automated or rules defined

approach. Automated or unsupervised classifications categorise the

image objects into an undefined number of classes through a variety

of data clustering techniques (Lucieer and Lamarche, 2011). Semi-

automated or supervised classification systems involve the labelling

of samples by an expert which then uses an algorithm to assimilate

the pattern provided by a subset of those samples and validate the

algorithm by using the remaining sample (Hillman et al., 2018).

Such classification is also termed machine learning and can provide

a more accurate classification and a more valid replication of

human interpretation (Calvert et al., 2015; Herkül et al., 2017).

Delineating geographic features as distinct image objects allows

the production of summary statistics, analyzing the data in groups,

and thus reducing the noise included in a classification (Blaschke,

2010; Ierodiaconou et al., 2018). Summarising these data can also

reduce the computations required to run an accurate classification,

affording the capacity to scale up classification to include big data

(Lang et al., 2019). Furthermore, additional attributes of image

objects such as size, shape, texture and relative position can also be

included as descriptors to help frame geographic features. These

advantages have led to the adoption of this technique in studies

designed to classify geographic features with a high degree of

accuracy using a diverse array of datasets including LIDAR,

satellite, MBES and imagery data.
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For instance. OBIA has been used to classify imagery data

collected from aerial UAV surveys to create high spatial resolution

maps for sensitive habitats such as sea grass meadows, rocky coast

fish nurseries and biogenic reefs (Ventura et al., 2018). Another

example of its application is in mapping large areas of coral reef

habitat on the Great Barrier Reef using satellite imagery, modelled

wave exposure and field-based benthic composition data

(Roelfsema et al., 2018). Moreover, the technique offers an

objective framework for long-term monitoring and can

provide data on potential changes to benthic habitats linked to

environmental and/or anthropogenic processes (Innangi et al.,

2019b; Fallati et al., 2020).

OBIA is the preferred method of classification when the scale of

the feature of interest spans several image pixels, referred to as a

high resolution feature within the literature (Blaschke et al., 2014;

Zhang et al., 2020). Gao and Mas (2008) determined that pixel-

based classifications enable greater accuracy when deployed for

geographic features represented by a portion of a pixel, or low

resolution features. Therefore, the effective application of OBIA is

limited to scenarios where a significant disparity of image object size

and resolution exist and where high resolution features occur

(Blaschke et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2020). Such features can occur

within fine or coarse spatial resolution data, however, a significant

correlation between the resolution of the data employed in OBIA

and the optimal scale parameter used during segmentation has been

determined (Blaschke et al., 2014; Ma et al., 2017; Kucharczyk et al.,

2020). Furthermore, the heuristic nature of the segmentation

process challenges the replicability of OBIA classification as

segmentation scale has a significant impact on the resultant

classification (Liu and Xia, 2010; Ye et al., 2018). Studies designed

to standardize this process have improved the objectivity of

segmentation (Drǎgut ̧ et al., 2010l; Drǎgut ̧ et al., 2014).

Nevertheless, establishing a singular value to describe geographic

object diversity remains elusive in complicated terrains with a wide

assortment of geographic feature types and geometries (Kucharczyk

et al., 2020).

Currently, the increased proliferation of high-resolution marine

surveying equipment such as AUVs, BRUVs, UAVs, and ROVs

raises the issue of extracting meaningful information from such

high-volume datasets, as manual classification is laborious and time

consuming (Diesing et al., 2014; Husson et al., 2016). Furthermore,

the quality of manual classification can vary widely between

operators causing bias to influence the quantitative data analysis

and disrupting effective interpretation of the ecology depicted

therein (Durden et al., 2016). Moreover, unreliable classification

schemes also prevents the replication of the classification approach

on new datasets (Malik et al., 2023). Deep learning techniques offer

an automated means to help mitigate this issue and reduce the time

required/to analyse this data by orders of magnitude while

providing a reliable measurement of the accuracy of the

classification (Marrable et al., 2022; Piechaud and Howell, 2022).

Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that provides

layered computer networks to derive a more accurate classification

of image features from complex scenarios where traditional

approaches are inadequate (Li et al., 2018). These networks are

designed to mimic the neural network present within biological
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systems, with the aim of developing a classification system that

provides detailed information abstraction from raw data (Li et al.,

2018). Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the most

widespread form of deep learning within the remote sensing

community (Robson et al., 2020). International competitions in

image recognition have shown that CNNs have surpassed the

performance of humans (He et al., 2015). The integration of

OBIA with deep learning outputs can be used to provide clear

delineation of image object features with a high classification

accuracy. Deep learning approaches have been integrated with

seabed habitat mapping data to derive more accurate results than

those achieved with conventional machine learning (Conti et al.,

2019). Furthermore, Malik et al. (2023) achieved a mean precision

of 95% when deploying CNNs to identify nine different fish species

depicted in underwater imagery.

However, deep learning algorithms require a significant amount

of manually annotated training data that are representative of the

image feature intended for classification (Yasir et al., 2020).

Therefore, annotation of the data required to train these deep

learning algorithms presents significant impediment for the

development of a feasible classification scheme (Schoening et al.,

2014). Piechaud et al. (2019) suggests that a compromise between

classification performance and annotation effort may be required to

ensure a viable implementation of deep learning algorithms.

Conversely, Marrable et al. (2022) postulates that a community-

wide effort is needed to address the paucity of training data

available. This is supported by Piechaud and Howell (2022), who

created a workflow where non-specialist ecologists could train a

CNN to identify a single species of underwater organisms in 54,000

images in under 10 days, attaining a precision of 91%. Thus,

providing a method to circumvent the traditional annotation

constraints of deep learning while deriving data that is ready for

quantitative analysis (Piechaud and Howell, 2022).
Conclusions

To slow the loss of biodiversity and to protect marine

ecosystems, significant conservation actions are required

throughout global oceans. MPAs are recognised as important

tools in realising this objective, and over the past decade, the rate

of MPA designation has accelerated appreciably. In many cases,

decisions about area-based protection must be made based on best

available data, which may be a limiting factor. Information

supporting the marine spatial planning process will be a major

consideration going into the future, particularly for new

designations and modification of existing MPA boundaries as

better information becomes available. Effective MPA monitoring

programmes are essential to ensuring that conservation objectives

are achieved and should be tailored to adequately monitor species

and habitats of importance.

When deciding on the optimal monitoring strategy it is

important to ensure that the methods used are appropriate for

monitoring objectives, and crucially to ensure backwards

compatibility with historic monitoring efforts. However, if routine

monitoring is not sufficient to ensure condition assessments are
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being met, agencies should be prepared to augment their

programmes or redesign monitoring strategies to better inform

management. Key considerations include economic cost,

environmental conditions at the site, spatial scale and temporal

resolution. Standardised and repeatable surveys, which collect data

at a scale and resolution to enable evaluation of changing site

conditions is vital. This may mean that the best approach involves

utilising a variety of complementary techniques to ensure a robust

evaluation is conducted, particularly for baseline assessments.

With several new and emerging techniques being more

commonly applied in marine monitoring, it is important that

standardised methodologies and best practice frameworks are

defined. This would help to ensure methodologies are applied and

interpreted similarly in a way that mitigates potential biases.

Workshops, standards reviewing bodies, and publication of

guidelines can enable knowledge sharing and maximise the value

and impact of MPA monitoring programmes. For example, the

Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network (GCRMN; gcrmn.net) was

established by the International Coral Reef Initiative in 1995 and

aims to provide scientific information on the condition of the

world’s coral reefs. They have also developed protocols and

guidelines to help build local and national capacity to collect,

analyse and report coral reef monitoring data.

The development of new and existing technologies which can be

applied to marine monitoring has enabled the collection of vast

quantities of data at ever improving resolutions. Coupled to this,

several monitoring and data storage techniques which may have

been prohibitively expensive in the past are increasingly becoming

more cost effective. Moreover, developments in high performance

computing, big data analytics and artificial intelligence now make

the analysis and interpretation of substantial datasets more

manageable and less time-consuming. As technology, computing

power and data storage capabilities continue to increase, it will

enable MPA managers to examine species and habitats in greater

detail. However, simply collecting more data is not sufficient.

Consideration of the statistical power of surveys to detect change

is also crucial so as to avoid the ‘data-rich but information poor’

scenario (Wilding et al., 2017). Monitoring programs therefore need

to be clear about what they are trying to measure, and the levels of

change which need to be detected. It is also important not to allow

technological development to be conflated with increased

understanding of ecological processes, as these may be very

different things.

Research institutes in the global south may not readily have

access or technical or financial resources available in Europe, North

America or Australia, where many of the advances have been

developed and progressed. Challenges to funding in current

geopolitical and economic circumstances are likely to further

impact developments in this arena in terms of equality of

opportunity, and we must actively seek opportunities to spread

the benefit of this work beyond our own institutions. The way
Frontiers in Marine Science 17
forward here will be through better cooperation between sensor

developers and scientists, where equipment and processes can be

designed to meet the needs of monitoring agencies and other

interested parties. This has additional considerations around

intellectual property rights, marketisation of research – which is

sometimes at odds with the spirit of open-source development of

software and analytical approaches. Working through these

challenges and barriers to progress will help to maximise the

benefits and develop our understanding of baseline condition and

extent, properties of fundamental importance in conservation of the

marine environment. This will allow for greater quantification of

temporal and spatial variation and ultimately, a better

understanding of ecosystem processes.
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